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Technology: OptoelectronicsNews Update
A Finnish research group from
the University of Oulu has
developed a new type of laser
diode structure, which allows
high-power picosecond optical
pulses to be obtained as a
result of the direct current
pumping.
The technology can be used in
various industrial, medical and
laboratory applications where
compact, low cost, reliable
sources of high-power,
picosecond optical pulses are
needed.
Distinguishing features of the
diode structure consist in a
specific bandgap profile in the
heavily doped active layer,
situated between two hetero-
junctions, and the carrier injec-
tor placed well outside of the
active region.
This differs from traditional
double hetero-structure laser
diodes, in which the p-n junc-
tion coincides with one of the
hetero-barriers. The active
region is not doped on pur-
pose, and no regular (linear)
change in the bandgap across
the active layer is used.
The most important applica-
tions for the invented laser
diode structure are pulsed
time-of-flight laser range find-
ing and time-resolved photo-
metry and optical imaging in
general, laser induced fluores-
cence studies  and optical
night-vision systems which all
benefit from the picosecond
probe. Industrial partners for
licensing are sought.
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Coherent Inc has successful
completed  its tender offer for
the outstanding shares of its
Lambda Physik AG (Lambda)
subsidiary in accordance with
German Securities Acquisition
& Takeover Act. The offer was
made through the German
Coherent Holding GmbH at a
price of 9.25/share. A total
93.95% of Lambda’s registered
share capital (inclusive of
shares owned by Coherent)
were acquired in the tender
offer.
Efforts are underway to
acquire additional shares to
achieve 95% ownership, per-
miting calling a special share-
holders meeting to adopt a
‘squeeze-out’ resolution,
acquiring 100% ownership.
Coherent plans on converting
Lambda Physik from a stock
corporation to a limited liabili-
ty company, which will result
in the Lambda shares being
de-listed from the Frankfurt
Stock Exchange.
Dr. Dirk Basting, the founder
and chairman of Lambda’s
management board, has
resigned from his office and
replaced by John Ambroseo,
Coherent’s president and CEO.
“Excimer laser technology
remains unique in its ability to
produce large quantities of
ultraviolet light,” said Ambroseo.
“This capability is a key enabler
for the semiconductor lithogra-
phy and TFT markets.
“There are few opportunities in
photonics equivalent to lithog-
raphy. Lambda possesses the
core technology to serve its
customers.”
Coherent takes Lambda
Physik 
Researchers from the National
Institute of Standards and
Technology (NIST) and 
Boston University have a
detector that counts single
pulses of light, while simulta-
neously reducing false or “dark
counts” to virtually zero.The
photon detector is part of a
multi-disciplinary NIST effort
to develop the sophisticated
measurement methods needed
to make quantum communica-
tion and cryptography 
possible.
Current photon detectors
operate best with visible light,
cannot reliably detect single
photons and suffer from high
dark counts due to random
electronic noise.The new
device operates with the
wavelength of near-infrared
light used for fiber optic 
communications and produces
negligible dark counts.
Instead of using light-sensitive
materials, the NIST device uses
a tungsten film coupled to a
fibre optic communication
line.The film is chilled to
120milliKelvin, at its transition
temperature between normal
conductivity and superconduc-
tivity.When the fiber optic
line delivers a photon to the
tungsten film, the temperature
rises and the apparatus detects
it as an increase in electrical
resistance. The device detects
about 20,000 photons/second
and works with an efficiency
of about 20%. With improve-
ments it is hoped to increase
efficiencies to greater than
80%.
Single photon detector
on the dark side
Vishay Intertechnology Inc
has a new high-voltage opto-
coupler that meets EEU ATEX
standards for operation in
potentially explosive atmos-
pheres. Designed to enable
galvanically separated circuits
in environments including
coal mines, chemistry labs,
refineries, and mills, the new
Vishay semiconductor
CNY65Exi consists of a 
phototransistor optically cou-
pled to a gallium arsenide
(GaAs) infrared-emitting
diode in a four-lead, plastic
package.
The optical components are
mounted opposite one anoth-
er, to maintain safety stan-
dards with input-to-output of
>3 mm.
Its  molded plastic package
measures 17.8mm x 9.6mm x
6.1mm. It features a pin index
of 15.24mm and is for J cou-
pling.The optocoupler has a
current transfer ratio range of
50% to 300%. Creepage cur-
rent resistance of  isolation
material according to VDE
0303/DIN 53480 is =475, and
isolation test voltage is 11.6
kV. A very low typical cou-
pling capacity of 0.3pF pro-
vides resistance to high-noise
voltage.
GaAs meets ATEX 
standards
Vishay’s CNY65Exi for operation in
explosive atmospheres
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